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A Paradigm of Institutional Adaptation in South Africa?
Soma Changes in the South African Police Force

I

Much, consideration has been given in recent years to the broad
tendencies of South African" society and politics in response to the
twofold pressure of international and domestic opposition, and the
spectacular economic growth and development which have been experienced
since the late 1950s» Discussion has generally focussod on notions

( 1 )like 'modernisation' and, although less explicitly so, on some
idea of the adaptation of white minority rule to the pressures both
of domestic and external political opposition and of its own economic

growth. A good deal of writing has been broad-sweeping, in the
manner of general overviews, and has tended to derive its inspiration

(2)mainly from political-economy. As such it has been of immense value
in forcing social scientists out of their narrow disciplinary specialisms
and empirical concerns. What has, however, been lacking in general is
detailed analysis of the development of political institutions under

the pressure to "modernise".

In a country like South Africa, where a definite kind of politics
has endured despite widespread opposition and major changes in the world
outside, it is surely reasonable to suppose that institutions and the

general pattern of political institutionalisation would be important.
Certainly racialist rule in politics and economy has not been sustained

merely by white opinion, or even brute coercion, but, surely, by the
development, in addition to these forces, of supportive institutional
and organisational forms. This is a field where modernization could

(1) Cf. H. Adam, Modernising Racial Dominations The Dynamics of
South African Politics, London, 1971»

(2) E,g., F.A. Johnstone, "White Prosperity and White Supremacy in
South /Africa Today" in African Affairs, 1970s H. Wolpo, "Class,
Race and the Occupational Structural" and S. Trapido, "South Africa
in Comprative Study of Industrialisation" both in University of
London Institute of Commonwealth Studies, Collected Seminar Papers
on the Societies of Southern Africa in the 19th and 20th Centuries.
Vol.2. See also, S.C. Nolutshungu, "Issues of the Afrikaner
•Enlightenment1" in African Affairs, 1971»
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"be studied, almost clinically with the aid of the relatively consider¬
able published data, and. some' of the views lately/expressed about the
nature of.modernisation might be put on trial.

The present discussion is an 'intervention' in the modernisation
debate from a developmental and institutional perspective. It focusses
on changes in a major institutional area, namely, on some of the muta¬
tions in the racial and social characteristics of the South African
Police. ^ Within the sphere there is indeed a considerable amount
of work still to be done anu this present : article makes no claims
to exhaustiveness. It is, a tentative intervention - raising issues
of an immediate and general interest.

II

The Context of State Power

The most obvious and observable effect of opposition to the govern¬
ment in the years since Sharpevdlle has been the passing of a wide range
of laws restricting political activity. Together with this went the
inevitable diminution in the autonomy of the judiciary and, even more,
of law itself. The "rule of law" came to have an increasingly formal
rather than substantive meaning. The powers of the government to re¬
strict and to regiment were augmented. All these matters have been
well documented elsewhere and there is no need to dptail here again
the movement from..the limited liberality of pre—apartheid South(2)Africa. Nevertheless, it is well to note that these changes did in¬
volve quite important changes.in the character and behaviour of the
political system. They wore part of the responses of government to

1 ' li i< I;.-'-» ■ ; ; '
. y- J J..-, ■

(1) The discussion is restricted solely to'the S.A.P. throughoutthe Republic. It does not include such special forces as e.g.the South African Railway police.

(2) See, also J. Robertson, Liberialism in South Africa 1948—1963,Oxford 1971 a po. 129—237 and A. Mathews, Law Order and Libertym South Africa. Capo Town, 1972, A. Sachs, Justice irTsouthAfrica London, 1973«
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mounting opposition, and. were closely related to the attempts to make
political control more efficient and more thorough - attempts which
permanently changed the character of the political system as much as

they did the responses of its opponents to it. The point then is
not that liberties were suppressed, "but that a new kind of state

emerged in which restriction and repression were not only intense hut
were institutionalisedupon a permanent basis — with such permanence
as the political system has - to create an order in which the level
of state intervention would be high both in response to the desires

of important sections of the white elite and, at times, in spite of
their objections. This expansion of the scope and the expectation
of state intervention was primarily a response to an immediate politi¬
cal crisis, but it was alao the development of a long term tendency
and fulfilled other functions - in the economy, for example, the
state regulated labour more easily because more completelys it
subsidised trade promotion activities abroad, made capital available
to favoured industries and attempted to create that milieu of a planned
economy which makes business conditions both profitable and stable.
Above all it was to stabilise the political order at home, while giving
diplomatic support to attempts to expand economic activity into South
Africa's hinterland in Africa and maximise exchange with the West. At
the same time the state was strengthened at the expense of its white
political supporters as well as the rest of South Africans albeit less

dramatically in this case. It could act more arbitrarily in both
repressive and apparently 'liberal' directions. The nature of the

system placed limits to what could be done either way and, naturally,
the overriding principle was to preserve the system of dominance,

nevertheless, deviations from tradition, apprehended as 'liberal'
by supporters, although they were, in fact, profoundly reactionary in
their overall effect, and purpose, become possible and occurred.^ ^
t.; '

(1) These included South Africa collaboration with 'non4-racial ' Portugal
and, of course, receiving Dr. Banda as a guest in South Africa
as well as giving aid to his regime.

^ r . i .. ; i / . )r o
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The changes in the use of state power by no means simply the
outcome of political opposition; economic growth and. development also
affected political processes closely. The most important economic
developments were those associated with the upward movement of
Afrikaners in economic terms and the insidious modification of Afrikaner
çlite attitudes towards the uses of state power which resulted, making
collaboration with the traditional 'enemies' of their state, namely,
international and English-speaking South African big business much( 1 )easier than before.

There was organised collaboration in varous spheres, domestic
(Economic Advisory Council), foreign (South African Foundation - in
addition to the existing government trade and propaganda organisations)
and regional - in Southern Africa - (through the Industrial Development
Corporation which financed loans to such places as Malawi). There were
sound business reasons as well as the not insiginificant political and
strategic ones behind the vigorously projected outward-looking policy
of the middle and later 1960s which was soon to founder, evidently

(2)irretrievably, on the rocks of African nationalism. ' Investment codes
were changed after the restrictive early policies of the Verwoerd regime
had contributed to the relative flight of foreign capital from South
Africa. Eventually too, the idea, which had been opposed by Verwoerd,
of white private investments in the Bantustans (i.e. "Tribal" "homelands"
assigned to Africans), came to be accepted. Verwoerd himself had brought
the Bantustan idea to fruition and with it the symbolic doctrine - how¬
ever meaningless in practice - of 'separate-but-equal' destinies for
blacks and whites under aparthied, and thus the end of baaskap (or naked
white mastery). In short, the state had experienced through these elite

(1) Cf. H. Adam, "The South African Power-Elite : A Survey of Ideologi¬cal Commitment," in Adam (ed.) South Africa; Sociological Perspec¬tives, London, 1971»

(2) See K.W. Grundy, Confrontation and Accommodation in Southern Africa;The Limits of Independence, London 1974$ Also Nolutshungu, SouthAfrica in Airica; A Study in Ideology and Foreign Policy, ManchesterUniversity Press(Forthcoming).
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attitude changes a release from some of the inhibitions arisen from
the particularist ideologies and affiliations through which the

( 1 )
wielders of power had risen to their offices. There was in conse¬

quence felt to be considerable room for initiatives by government not
only in favour of, but also against the instincts of some of its
traditional supporters. Some innovation within the framework of racial
domination became possible and thus within the ultimate institutional
constraints of white rule, the notion of ideological 'modernisation'
did indeed make sense. This process which I have elsewhere associated

with the deradicalisation of the ruling national Party did, of course,

raise wide issues of political and class alignments among whites and

blacks, and brought in its train the celebrated divisions among

Afrikaaners. It also brought about the acceleration of the political
'development' of the Bantustans. Many of these development have been

(2)
dealt with elsewhere. It is neither desirable nor necessary to dwell

on them here. Suffice it merely to note them as a part of a recognis¬

able, changed, political context that of 'modernisation'.

The period since the mid-1960s was one that favoured South Africa,

especially when contrasted with that immediately preceding it and
did not seem to be as pregnant with uncertainty as the subsequent

years inaugurated by the fall of many an African regime favouring
'dialogue' with South Africa and brought to a peak by the fall of the
fascist government of Gaetano in Portugal. 'The characteristics of the
period may have affected both the manner and the rate of modernisation,
and that has certainly to be borne in mind if projections are made
into the uncertain future.

.(1) I have dealt more fully with these issues in several papers,
"Issues of the Africaner ■'•Enlightenment' already cited; "Cleavage
Structure, Party System and Electoral Performances The South
Africa General Election of 1970" in the African Review 1972
and "The Impact of External Opposition on South African Politics"
Paper delivered to the Conference on 'Change in Contemporary
Southern Africa' in Mt. Kisco, New York, April, 1974»

(2) Gee Tor example, Adam, op. cit., passim; Wolpe, op. cit.,
Trapido, op. cit., and my already cited articles.
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TABLE I
^ Summry; of Expenditure on Select Department

Select Years' Rand

Budget Item 1 2 3 4 5 6

i ■ -—

7 8 9

Year

1958-59 3I532OO 762000 36596OOO 3I588OOO 7824000 79923200 594408800
1960-61 335IOOO 950000 I535OO 43596000 36200000 8474000 592123668 684709968
1962-63 3937000 2361000 2942000 119695000 40800000 9730000 655785IOO 335450100
1964-65 4910000 3180000 4330000 1028000 230000000 5I792OOO 11655000 787668400 1094563400
1966-67 6513000 3345000 6177000 1354000 255850000 58697OOO 13094000 978368700 1332403700
1968-69 6985OOO 4159OOO 586OOOO 1710000 253800000 72130000 15486000 1207859000 1567989000
1970-71 8250000 5725OOO 6253000 2150000 257100000 94288000 20733000 1563956400 1958455400
1971-72

i

9252OOO 6700000 6576000 2O54OOO
j

316500000 104422000 23189500 I348296OOO 18169895OO

Source: Republic of South Africa: Estimates of Expenditure to be Defrayed from
Revenue account for year ended 31 March etc. Several Years

Budget Items
1. External Affairs 6» Police
2» Information 7. Justice
3c Information 8. Other
4. Tourism 9# Grand Total
5. Defence

Npte: External Affairs includes 'London South Africa House' given as separate item in years up to 1966-67»
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III.

Emerging Social and Racial Characteristics of the Police Force

In considering the expansion of state power one might presume

that in quantitative terras the main changes would he in areas concerned

with the repression of political dissent. So, for example, it might
he thought that the police would have heen increased in numbers and

expenditure on them also expanded. This is in fa.ct not quite what
happened. The internal organisation of the police force including its
racial structure underwent some very interesting changes to which we

shall revert shortlyj hut as can he seen from Tahle I the growth of
expenditure on the police force has heen, of the areas selected, one
of the smaller ones. It has also heen very close to the average annual
rate of increase of the budget itself. The main.expansion seems to
have heen in areas like immigration, defence, foreign affairs and tourism,
which relate a lot more to foreign relations and external pressures than

( 1 )to internal oppositionv ' directly.

It is important to examine in some detail the behaviour of what

must undoubtedly he one of the most salient institutions in a time of

increasing, and increasingly militant, opposition. What happened to the
South African police in these years, it seems to me, caôts an interesting
light on the complexity of the state response to pressure. It is all

the more interesting if we also hoar in mind that it was by no means a

neglected department, minded as it was by the ascendent J.B. Vorster

himself.

In absolute numbers the police increased substantially from 23,736
in 1958 "t° 35s736 in 1969 an increase of approximately 50 percent (see
Table 2(a)), Yet, in relation to the total population there was no in¬

crease, there was even a slight decrease. These are aggregate figures

(1) This suggests a rather greater salience of external pressure than
has generally been assumed to be the case.
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and. they have all the misconceptions of aggregation. For, if the
figures are broken down in racial terms then it can he seen that over

tho whole period white police per 100,000 of their population increased
substantially from 335-23 in 1958 to 528.70 in 1969 while Coloureds from
a lower base position registered a modest relative increase from 66.95
to 83.51 (with a slump to an average of approximately 67.19), and
Africans and even more modest increase from 71.70 to 89.72, (having
gore down after 1961 they remained weaker in the period up to 1968
then they had in the late 1950*s — tho mean for these years was 68.66).
The behaviour of the Asian force was very similar to that of the other
blacks. These figures cannot be explained in terms of different labour
supply curves for the various racial groups or by other economic consi¬
derations of a similar order5 they seem to bo far better understood as

the result of political policy, especially as the intergroup relativities
fall fairly near what would obtain if the authorised establishment
were realised. Nor, of course, can they be explained by differential
criminality - there is in fact less crime among whites and Asians than
among Africans and Coloureds. This itself is potent with significant
sociological implications for, not only is the highest income (and
property value) group conceded greater per capita police protection, it
also produces more policemen per capita. Moreover, despite the fact r .

that on the criterion of criminality Asians come second in ranking after
whites, their police strength and its composition differs markedly from
that of whites. It is also interesting to note that at no time have
Africans been allowed to exceed the Whites in numbers in the police
force. Table 2(c) expresses white police per 100,000 whites as a ratio
of each of other police per 100,000 of each of the black groups. It is
curious that, despite increasing very lucrative employment opportunities
for whites in tho booming economy, tho police force still provides a

major source of employment, still attracting such large numbers. It is
curious until it is recognised that the white force has itself been - so
to speak - upwardly mobile as the ratio of Officers and ITCOs to
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TABLE 2(a) Total Ko. of Polieemen by Racial Group (S.A.P. only)
Select Years_from 1958a

Race White Coloured Asian African

Year

1958 11602 938 317 10869
1959 11986 1003 331 11591
1960 11938 928 368 12380
1964 1 4528 1121 470 12201

1965 1 4676 1187 ' 621 12372
1966 17598 1531 646 12512
1969 I97IO 1636 754 18636

Sources Annual Report of the Commissioner of Police, Pretoria, nui
Statistical Yearbook, Several Years .

TABLE 2(h) Policemen per 100,000 of their own total population/racial
group. 1958-1969= a

Race White Coloured Asian African !

Year

1958 335.232 66.952 70.132 71.695
1959 329.489 69.172 71.490 74.559
1960 388.986 61.866 77.310 77.739
1961 392.974 70.284 74.691 75.239
1962 403.091 72,197 84.337 73.122
1963 425.262 66.524 82.318 70.072

1964 437.195 65.979 90.384 68.196
1965 431 .901 67.789 116.510 67.O6O
1966 505.544 84.819 118.098 65.859
1967 520.712 82.571 132.976 69.115
1968 523.220 8O.491 129.965 67.189
1969 528.701 83.511 127.580 89.721

S our ce ; As be fore

And Statistical Yearbook.
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constables lias increased markedly in the period since 1958 (see Table

2(d)). In shortj whites maintain overall commands occupying strategic
positions in the police service while also improving their economic and

social status. Thus while total government expenditure on the police
force has increased hut little in relative terms, it is, nevertheless,
a matter of simple inference that the white share of that increase has
become larger over the years,.

All these developments are quite at odds with the notion sometimes
expressed that an insidious deracialisation might bo going on in South
Africa or that the government is prepared to reply increasingly on its
black funtioharies. On the contrary, the changes in the' police force
indicate a greater racialisation not only of the command structure of a

vital institutional area but also the assertion and entrenchment of

white supremacy oven in overall numerical terms. This is cons istent with
the principle of excluding blacks from job situations on the grounds of
both economic protection for whites and political security... Hatios of

police to citizens can as has been suggested be accounted for with

practically no reference to simple economic factors labour availability.
This is more particularly the case in regard to those relatives - e.g.,

officers to men - that are within the provenance of deliberate policy.

It is, of course, quite possible that the quality of the blacks who
offered themselves as candidates was lower in terms of both commitment

and competence. Indeed, past history supports the presumption that this

might be so, as the police have always tended to abbract semi- and

barely literate Africans. It is also likely that as police work is
loss economically attractive to blacks it would he more vulnerable to

boom conditions in the economy and to the consequent creation of alterna¬
tive employment opportunities. However, to the extent that such econo¬

mic incentives (and other job satisfaction e.»g,, promotion etc.) are

decisive they are fully within the range of political policy. Thus
the differential changes in the police force mus.t, in the absence of
any evidence to the contrary, bo explained, in the first place, as

political facts.
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TABLE 2(c) Ratio of white police strength3" to each of black groups

Race Coloured Asian African

Year

1958 5.00 4.78 4.67
1959 4.76 4.60 4. 41
1960 6.28 5.03 5.00

1961 5.-59 5.26 5.23

1962 5.58 4.77 5.12
! 1963 6.79 5.49 6.06

1964 6.62 4- 83 6,41
1965 6.37 3.70 6.44
1966 5.96 4.28 7.67
1967 6.30 3.91 7.53
1968 6.50 C\]O• 7.87

I 1969 6.33 4.14 5.89
s i.e. white police per 100,000 whites compared to coloured,

Asian and African police per 100,000 of each group res¬
pective ly.
Sources. As Before

TABLE 2(d) Percentage of Policemen in each group of WCOsrank and above

|
Race White Coloured Asian African j

Year

1958 39 13 13 10

1959 39 11 14 9

1960 41 13 12 8

1961 43 13 11 9

1962 41 12 14 10

1963 42 13 14 10

1964 38 16 16 12

1965 41 15 14 11

1966 42 20 21 14

1967 42 20 21 16

1968 43 20 21 16

1969 43 20 22 17
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While, from the point of view of total opposition t-o the apartheid
regime, it would b^ gratifying if tho lower level of black opportuni¬
ties and attainments could be explained in terms of the repressive

role bo coming less attractive, there is however no evidence to suggest
that such a political consciousness has been operative, at any rate,
on an observable and continuing scale.

It remains to be seen whether as external involvement of the

police in Angola, Mozambique and Rhodesia as well as along South Africa's
own frontiers increases, moro blacks might not become necessary at more

status levels than at present to meet tho manpower shortages which
will inevitably occur as the service becomes overstretched. Mean¬
while there is evidence that some status improvement of the black

police has occurred over tho period of guerrillas and counter in¬
surgency insofar as more oppçrtunities for promotion to 1T.C0 level
have emerged (Table 2(b) shows Officers and HCOs of each group as a

percentage of tho total of that group.-).

This represents a very slight change which is quite outweighed

by the fact that blacks cannot rise above tho 1\TC0 level, and are in
any - case subordinate to the white officers"for the defence of tho pri¬
vileges of whose racial group the force primarily exists. . .The pattern
of institutional adaptation which emerges then, is one of entrenchment
of white overall control and 'privelege within the command structures,
and of their dominance over tho entire area, with a cautious differen¬
tiation of black positions and a hierarchy being established within
each racial column or segment . I suggest that in important ways,

this represents tho South African political system itself, in micro¬
cosm.

Here then is a pattern of changes in an institutional area which
is mainly focussed on internal affairs, but which has in recent years

become increasingly involved externally in combatting guerrilas and
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in infiltrating countries which aro a "maj'ctr source of direct 'pressure'
on South Africa. Its original patterning and q/t s changes over the

period were mostly focussed on domestic conditions and threatsj the
question arises as to whether these characteristics will ho optimal
for the extensive interventionist role it has begun to play in Africa

north of the Limpopo, or whether these 'pressures' will adduce changes.
This one rather doubts since the twofold need to penetrate black

populations for intelligence purposes and to have cheap police labour
in large quantities has been felt within South Africa itself but has
been sought to be mot, thus far successfully, without changes in the
relation between black and white within the service but by other de¬

vices including changes in the means of procuring intelligence and

co-operation, notably, through terror (as represented by the 180 day
law and the asperity of detention conditions which has yielded a rich
harvest not only of state-witnesses and broken men, but also of extra-

Ci)
ordinary 'suicides'.

It is however, the case that in the anti-guerrilla campaigns
black armed personnel are being used in ways which in -the past would

(2)
have been considered intolerable by white South Africans. If these
men are to increase* in numbers and play a larger role in numerical and

qualitative terms, then perhaps apartheid generally may have to reflect
/ \

that important change in the conditions of its survival. An armed
black force could, as past experience in e.g. Rhodesia and Angola and
Mozambique has shown be loyal to a racialist or colonial regime - but
its loyalty cannot be taken for granted.

1. See M. Horrel% A Survey of Race Relations in South Africa,
Johannesburg, several years.

2. See also the valuable work by A. Sachs on "Law Enforcement in South
Africa" in L. Thompson and J. Butler, Change in Contemporary South
Africa, forthcoming, which deals more fully with these tendencies.

3. At the end of 1974? stimulated by the detrioration of its security
position which occurred as a result of the Portuguese withdrawal
and in spite of 'detente*, the South African government eventually
decided to extend military training to limited numbers of blacks.
The implications of those recent developments are to bo the subject
of an extended version of the rjrosent study,.
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C O I C L U S I O I?

What emerges from this "brief case study is that the response

Options of the state under pressure to modernise are diverse and comple
The response of apartheid to the demands for change is unlikely to "be

just a matter of more or less segregation. While the overall system
remains firmly repressive and defines the limits of permitted aspira¬
tions very precisely, there is nevertheless a 'willingness' within .

that framework of conciliate and materially advance well-disposed "black

Instinctively, social scientists would interpret this as reflecting
real needs for "black collaboration rather than a benevolent or moderni¬

sing mood. Arming black policemen to fight African revolutionaries may

well be just another aspect of the shift of the South African economy
from its reliance on cheap unskilled black labour to cheap skilled

(1 )labour being reflected in the police. The immediate circumstances

which have led to the recognition-of these economic needs, if such they
be, were, however of a political nature - the deteriorating political
and security situation in Southern Africa from the point of view of
whiterule.

There is no doubt scope for adaptive behaviour within the racialis

institutional framework, yet while such behaviour intends to subvert

the demands for 'deracialisation' and is, indeed, broadly in confor¬
mity with racist ideology, it nonetheless underlines the growing de¬
pendence of that system of rule on the very people it dispriviloges.
This does not suggest that a mutual dependency will dissolve racialist
social structures more or less gradually and peacefully. It is more an

indication that the more sophisticated the racialist system becomes,
in response to the both economic development and political challenges,
the more crucially It becomes vulnerable to the suspension cf black
collaboration and - to put it more positively - black revolt. Such
are the limits of collaboration,, and such also the limits of the effec¬
tiveness of both the strength and the 'rational' flexibility" that have
so often, so excessively, been attributed to the apartheid regime. As
the political conflicts in Southern nfrica inevitably become more in¬
tense, those points of weakness may be decisive.




